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Disclaimer

Legal disclaimer

This presentation of Lift & Co. Corp. (“Lift” or the “Company”) is for information only and shall not constitute an offer to buy, sell, issue or subscriber for, or the solicitation of an 
offer to buy, sell, issue or subscribe for any securities in any jurisdiction in which such offer, solicitation or sale would be unlawful. The information contained herein is subject to 
change without notice and is based on publicly available information, internally developed data and other sources. Where any opinion or belief is expressed in this 
presentation, it is based on the assumptions and limitations mentioned herein and is an expression of present opinion or belief only. No warranties or representations can be 
made as to the origin, validity, accuracy, completeness, currency or reliability of the information. The Company disclaims and excludes all liability (to the extent permitted by 
law) for losses, claims, damages, demands, costs and expenses of whatever nature arising in any way out of or in connection with the information in this presentation, its 
accuracy, completeness or by reason of reliance by any person on any of it. This presentation should not be construed as legal, financial or tax advice to any individual, as 
each individual’s circumstances are different. Readers should consult with their own professional advisors regarding their particular circumstances. The information contained in 
this presentation is not directed to persons or entities resident in the United States and does not constitute an offer or solicitation by anyone in the United States or in any other 
jurisdiction in which such an offer or solicitation is not authorized or to any person to whom it is unlawful to make such an offer or solicitation, unless otherwise exempt from 
United States securities legislation. There are certain risks inherent in an investment in the securities of the Company that readers should carefully consider before investing in the 
securities of the Company.

Market research and public data

This presentation also contains or references certain market and industry data which is based upon information from independent industry publications, market research, analyst 
reports and surveys and other publicly available sources. Although the Company believes these sources to be generally reliable, such information is subject to interpretation and 
cannot be verified with complete certainty due to limits on the availability and reliability of raw data, the voluntary nature of the data gathering process and other inherent 
limitations and uncertainties. The Company has not independently verified any of the data from third party sources referred to in this presentation and accordingly, the accuracy 
and completeness of such data is not guaranteed.

This presentation is confidential and is being provided to you solely for your information and may not be reproduced, in whole or in part, in any form or forwarded or 
further distributed to any other person. Any forwarding, distribution or reproduction of this presentation, in whole or in part, is unauthorized. By accepting and 
reviewing this presentation, you acknowledge and agree (i) to maintain the confidentiality of this presentation and the information contained herein, (ii) to protect such 
information in the same manner you protect your own confidential information, which shall be at least a reasonable standard of care, and (iii) to not utilize any of the 
information contained herein except to assist with your evaluation of the Company.
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Tobacco-like restrictions on marketing 
severely limit producer and retailer 

advertising and differentiation

Cannabis legalization has created a new market 
with regulatory inefficiencies between consumers, 

producers and retailers 

The end of prohibition means a new 
industry of uninformed consumers and 

unsophisticated operators

A mix of government-controlled and private retail 
fragments the market and separates producers 

and consumers
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Lift & Co. is a 
platform solution
that fills the
information gaps 
between consumers, 
producers and 
retailers
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• Lift. co - Canada’s leading cannabis 
product review, discovery and content 
platform for the legal industry

• Rewards – the cannabis industry’s leading 
rewards program  

The Platform

• Lift Expo – the largest consumer cannabis events 
in Canada1

• The Canadian Cannabis Awards – the 
industry-adopted standard for consumer, product 
and retail validation and differentiation

• A digital content platform educating retail staff 
on the market, products and brands

• In-store product discovery tablets powered by 
an AI-driven recommendation engine

Lift.co & Rewards Events Retail

1 As measured in attendance and exhibitors. 5

Market Data
The platform collects a range of data that is aggregated into consumer, product and retail insights



Lift & Co.’s platform 
connects industry 
stakeholders, 
aggregates those 
connections, and 
monetizes those 
channels and the 
data they generate

1 As at September 2018
2 Rolling 12-months annual unique visitors, per Google Analytics
3 From last three events: Canadian Cannabis Awards (November 2017); Vancouver Expo (January 2018); and Toronto Expo (May 2018) 6



1 Reviews as at March 31, 2018 (46.186) vs reviews as at March 31, 2017 (15,981).
2 Unique visitors for the year ended March 31, 2018 (976,708) vs the year ended March 31, 2017 (682,230)
3 Most recent Vancouver and Toronto Expo attendances (Jan 2018 and May 2018) vs previous year.
4 From last three events: Canadian Cannabis Awards (November 2017); Vancouver Expo (January 2018); and Toronto Expo (May 2018)
5 Partners that are part of our Rewards program and/or have provided significant sponsorship to our Events in the past year

Lift.co & Rewards Lift Expo & Canadian 
Cannabis Awards Select long-time partners5

+189% 
reviews1

+43% 
visitors2

+48% 
attendance3

100M
impressions4
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Connect: Lift & Co. provides unique marketing 
opportunities for a restricted industry



Aggregate: proprietary & valuable information for 
consumers, producers and retailers 

Market Data Stakeholder Connections Thought Leadership

Lift.co reviews and Rewards program incentivize 
valuable data collection:

• Insights into consumer preferences and 
behaviour, down to the SKU-level

• Brand and product trend forecasting and 
competitive benchmarking

• Geographic and demographic segmentation

Industry-wide and cross-vertical connections have 
entrenched Lift & Co. across Canada, resulting in:

• Long-standing business relationships across 
all three major stakeholders: consumers, 
producers and retailers

• Accelerated growth and a pathway to future 
revenue opportunities by cross-selling 
producers, consumers and retailers

The Lift & Co. brand attracts and enforces a 
domestic and international network of business, 
partner and consumer thought leadership
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Monetize: Valuable Connections & Data

Marketing Channels Market Data Retail Solution

• Lift.co & Rewards: sponsored content, 
advertising and targeted communications to 
segmented users

• Events: sponsorship, exhibitor fees, tickets

• SaaS model providing data collected 
through lift.co & Rewards as business 
intelligence to producers and retailers 

• On a report-basis, to third parties such as 
professional service firms and adjacent 
industries

• Retail education platform, with a Retail 
Certification ready for legalization built in an 
exclusive multi-year deal with MADD 
Canada

• Licensing fees for a tablet-based product 
discovery tool that leverages proprietary 
product data to empower retail staff and 
patrons with product-specific knowledge
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Lift & Co. has driven 
strong annual growth 
through rigorous 
optimization and 
execution of our 
strategy.
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Platform Highlights

Lift.co & Rewards Events Retail

Market Insights

Lift.co’s review and reward program data is being 
provided as market and product insight to some 
of the largest industry players.

Canadian Cannabis Awards (CCA)

The CCA wins enable consumer-facing 
differentiation within the industry’s restrictive 
regulations. 2017 CCA wins were referenced in 
Analyst reports, MD&A filings, and producer 
marketing material throughout the year.

Retail Training Certification

The first product launched on the retailer 
education platform – a retail staff certification, 
built in an exclusive multi-year deal with MADD 
Canada. – has established Lift & Co. as an 
authority and is currently being purchased by 
Crown Corporations and private retailers
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Lift & Co. is poised to convert its leadership 
position into the recreational market, 
continuing to leverage the platform to connect, 
aggregate, and monetize the domestic market.

All three platform streams – Lift.co & Rewards, 
Events, and Retail – will benefit from the 
anticipated 20x increase3 in legal cannabis 
consumers beginning October 17th, 2018.
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ACMPR Recreational

1.     ACMPR:  Health Canada (up to March 2018), plus 5% monthly growth
2. Recreational:  Eight Capital (July 2017), Deloitte (2016), PBO (November 2016), Oraclepoll (September 2017) 
3. 2018 growth:  

- Medical: ~250,000, based on latest Health Canada data as at March 2018 of 300,000 less 15-20% split scripts rate
- Recreational:  ~5,000,000, based on average of Eight Capital and PBO reports 

Anticipated Cannabis Market Growth

1 2



The Executive Team
Matei Olaru

Chief Executive Officer

Stikeman Elliott LLP (Toronto)

Consultant, The World Bank 
(Washington D.C.)

Craig Hudson
Chief Financial Officer

CFA, CPA - 10 years with KPMG 
(Vancouver, Toronto, London, 
U.K.)

VP of Digital Operations, Indigo 
(TSE:IDG) (8+ years)
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Josh Kerbel
Chief Technology Officer

Managing Partner, Extreme 
Innovations

8+ years data-based product 
development and operations



Investment Highlights

• First mover media and technology platform that connects, aggregates and monetizes the industry’s 

stakeholders

• Advantageous position within regulations, uniquely bridging regulatory gaps between consumers, producers 

and retailers 

• Monetizing the leading cannabis review, content and analytics platform in Canada to both government and 

private clients

• The largest consumer cannabis events in Canada- Lift Expo and Canadian Cannabis Awards 

• Well positioned to build on current leadership position within the medical cannabis market to the recreational 

market as a trusted brand, monetizing the anticipated 20x increase in legal cannabis consumers
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Contact Us
ir@lift.co


